
 

ABSTRACT

 

Traffic congestion has become a major concern for many
cities throughout the world. Simulations provide useful
tools for engineers to plan traffic systems.  In this paper
we discuss SuRJE, a 

 

swarm-based

 

 traffic simulation sys-
tem. All interactions among individual drivers are imple-
mented through the dropping and sniffing of pheromones
on a 2-dimensional map. Furthermore, SuRJE is an inter-
active tool for testing and optimizing traffic light
sequences through an evolutionary strategy. 
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1. Swarm Traffic Model

 

The design of infrastructures for automobile traffic poses
many challenging problems. One of the key issues is that
the individual behaviors of drivers of automobiles are not
as easily manageable and predictable as for mass trans-
portation systems, such as public buses and trains. Driv-
ers act as individual agents, orchestrated only through
traffic rules, signs, and traffic lights, in particular. This
makes predictions of the overall traffic dynamics chal-
lenging. Today most traffic control as well as its short-
and long-term planning rely on models of global dynam-
ics derived from statistical properties of observed traffic.
Many of the current models, however, do not allow to
simulate traffic dynamics as emergent patterns, arising
from the interactions of a large number of individual driv-
ers [1],[2].

SuRJE is an interactive traffic simulation software sys-
tem where users can input city infrastructures, test traffic
flows and optimize traffic light timing sequences [3].
Drivers in SuRJE are represented as individual agents
reacting to local rules and conditions. We propose that
this decentralized, bottom-up method of simulation more
accurately reflects the true nature and variation of drivers,
and therefore provides a more useful simulation. In this
paper, we discuss the advantages of the swarm model, the
interactive SuRJE simulation, and the evolutionary strat-
egy used to optimize traffic light sequences.

 

1.1 Swarm Intelligence

 

Swarm intelligence is based on emergent behavior pat-
terns observed among highly parallel and decentralized
systems, such as social insects. Societies of social insects
survive as a group by following simple, local rules by
which they interact with their environment. Colonies of
ants, for instance, exhibit exceptional teamwork and
problem-solving abilities [4], [5]. Interestingly enough,
their communication occurs only by relatively simple
means, through stigmergy. That is, individual ants leave
signs in the environment, in the form of pheromones,
which other ants can use for their individual decision-
making. Although each agent acts independently in such a
decentralized system, behaviors do emerge as though
there is a collective intelligence, seemingly orchestrated
through a central control instance [5].

 

1.2 Swarm Communication through Pheromones

 

In a traffic simulation, drivers must perform certain pro-
cedures while avoiding collision. The alternative to the
macro-model of centralized control is having the drivers
communicate at the micro level [6]. We have adopted the
stigmergy paradigm of communication through phero-
mones [7], [4], [5]. Using a swarm system approach pro-
vides the agents with an ability to communicate both
directly and indirectly. Constraint interactions between
agents in a local area are by far more frequent than inter-
actions on a more global scale. Constant communication
among car agents is used to make cars abide by certain
rules to avoid collisions in traffic situations, including
tailing, changing lanes, and crossing intersections.

In SuRJE, all communication between agents is
done through dropping pheromones on the road, which
fade over time and are detectable by all cars. As a car’s
speed varies, so does its trail of pheromones. Faster cars
leave longer, more spread-out trails, whereas slow cars
leave shorter trails. Additional pheromone dropping
behavior has been added for circumstances where cars do
not leave sufficient trails behind, such as when a car is
stopped, decelerates quickly, or changes lanes. This is
analogous to real drivers using signal and brake lights to
inform other drivers about their actions, and performing
checks before turning or changing lanes. This method of
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communication allows a reduction of the computation
costs for collision detection by localizing the area in
which a car sniffs pheromones. Since a car is always
either in a lane or in an intersection, scents can be
dropped and managed there, whereas cars remain free to
examine signs and messages in their local environment.

 

1.3 Swarm Behavior

 

Driving Procedures

 

Through the use of pheromones, cars are able to perform
certain driving procedures. The three screenshots in Fig. 1
demonstrate the driving procedures for cars in SuRJE.
The cars are visualized as trapezoids and are moving from
left to right in this example. Pheromones are visualized as
dots extending from the rear of the car. The strength of the
pheromones fades over time, which is depicted by shaded
dots. 

Fig. 1(a) shows cars driving in a cluster of traffic using
safe tailing distances. The cars are reacting to the cars
around them based on the strength of the pheromones in
front of them. If the scent is strong, they slow down to
avoid a collision. If the scent is weak or non-existent, the
driver may accelerate to or continue driving at its desired
speed. The drivers in SuRJE can vary in their preferred
tailing distance and preferred speed. These attributes are
set as parameters, and can be manipulated interactively
during a simulation (see Section 2.2).

Fig. 1(b) shows a car changing from one lane to
another. Prior to performing a lane change the car projects
extra pheromones into the target lane. Thus, any cars that
are in this lane are able to detect the car early enough and
adjust their speeds. A car may change lanes at random or
in order to accommodate an upcoming turn, if the current
lane is more congested. Different drivers make different
decisions. Some drivers wait patiently in a congested
lane. Others may weave in and out of traffic to avoid
slowly moving lanes. This variation leads to an accurate
simulation of real-life drivers.

Fig. 1(c) shows cars stopping at a red light. Note how
the cars are staggered, as they would be in a real situation.
The drivers get as close to the car in front as they can and
still be a comfortable distance away. This varies from
driver to driver and also for drivers from stoplight to stop-
light. Cars that are stopped project extra pheromones into
the lane behind them. This way, oncoming cars can detect
them and can slow down in time to avoid collision.

 

Emergent Behavior 

 

Emergent behavior is any behavior exhibited by the inter-
actions of the swarm agents that was not directly pro-
grammed into the system. Throughout the development
and testing of SuRJE, emergent behaviors analogous to
real traffic were observed. Our first major observation
was that cars are able to gauge the speed of the car in
front of them without having access to data structures of
other cars or knowing their speeds. Cars will gradually

slow down as a car in front of it slows down. This local
phenomenon extends to the entire swarm where patterns
such as traffic jams emerge. The ability of the cars to pack
closely together at a red light or stop sign was another
interesting and important behavior noticed (Fig. 1). 

The sequence of frames in Fig. 2 shows emergent
behavior of waves of traffic proceeding through a con-
trolled intersection. The road section shown contains
three lanes of traffic moving in each direction. In the first
frame (a), the light turns green, and the first cars begin to
drive through the intersection. More cars are allowed
through the green light, in each direction. In the third
frame (c), the light turns red again. 

 

Fig. 1. Car interactions by pheromones: (a) cars on a 3-lane road, drop-
ping pheromones; (b) a car emitting pheromones while changing lanes; 
(c) cars stopped at a light, emitting pheromones behind them.

Fig. 2. Seven frames showing cars proceeding in a wave of traffic as an
emergent behavior at a red light.

 

Cars must stop for the red light, however, cars that can
move up do, as depicted in the succeeding frames (d), (e),
(f). This is emergent from the property of the cars to drive
ahead while maintaining a safe following distance.
Finally, the last frame (g) shows that cars are once again
backed up at the lights. This wave pattern will repeat as
long as the traffic is congested and the green light is too
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short to allow all stopped cars to pass the intersection. 

 

2. Interactive Simulation Tool

 

2.1 Constructing a City Map

 

In map-building mode (Fig. 3(a)), the user can create and
edit maps with multi-lane roads, connections, lights and
various signs. From the map building interface the user
can set the number of lanes and speed limits in each direc-
tion. Road control points can be placed anywhere in 2-
dimensional space, and are then linearly interpolated to
form road segments. The user is able to interactively cre-
ate roads with multiple points and approximate curves.
For intersections traffic control lights can then be desig-
nated to one or more connection interactively. The user
can model a dynamic range of traffic light configurations
similar to those in real-world setups. 

 

Fig. 3. An intersection on a city map created in SuRJE shown in map-
building mode (a) and run-mode (b). In map-building mode, lines are
drawn from the lights to the intersection connections they control. Road
control points are shown as triangles, pointing in the direction of the lane.
In map-building mode, the user can select objects and edit the map. In
run-mode (b), the user can run a swarm of cars on the map. In this dis-
play, the road control points and light pointers are hidden for clarity. In
the figure, the lower left light is green, while the other two lights are red.

 

2.2 Customizing a Swarm of Traffic

 

Setting Routes

 

An essential feature of SuRJE is the ability to specify
where and when cars begin and end their journey. This is
important, as it enables accurate simulation of a city’s
unique traffic patterns. SuRJE allows the user to create
and select highlighted regions on the map, and input the
rate at which cars are seeded into the system. The user can
also define a list of possible destination regions with asso-
ciated probabilities, which are used by seeded cars to
determine their destination. This system allows city plan-
ners to input statistical data when modeling real situations
to test the throughput of traffic flows. 
A car seed region contains a list of all the control points
within its rectangular bounds. Different strategies of
region placement produce different results as cars are
seeded randomly at these points within a region. Larger
regions covering many points produce distributions simi-
lar to those of large neighborhoods. Conversely, a region

containing only a single point is suitable for seeding a
controlled flow of cars onto a road. Fig. 4 shows exam-
ples of region placement.

 

Fig. 4. Demonstrating the usage of regions. Regions (depicted as grey
rectangles) may be placed over a single control point (a), or as large
groups of control points spanning over multiple roads (b).

 

Swarm Parameters

 

Various parameters are used to cause the cars to drive and
react in a certain way. By adjusting these parameters, dif-
ferent types of drivers can be implemented in the simula-
tion. The adjustable parameters include (Fig. 5(a)): the
strength of the pheromone that is dropped on the road, the
mean tailing distance and deviation, the mean speed limit
abidance as a percentage and deviation, the mean stop-
ping distance at lights and signs, and the physical maxi-
mum acceleration and deceleration of the cars.This
dynamic way of setting the swarm’s parameters is signifi-
cant for end users who may want to try some situations
with different drivers to test their designs. For example,
the parameters can be adjusted to either accommodate
only law-abiding drivers, or allow for some variation of
speed, more closely modeling real-world driving scenar-
ios.

 

2.3 Running a Simulation

 

The user can initialize the lights to a default timing
sequence (with equal length turns for all lights) or load a
timing file. A timing file contains a string of integers rep-
resenting the sequence for each light that is to be repeated
through the simulation (Fig. 7). When the simulation is
started, cars are seeded according to the aforementioned
distribution and travel the roads obeying the posted rules
and lights, while avoiding collisions with other drivers.
As the simulation runs, the user can adjust the speed of
the clock as well as the parameters of any newly seeded
cars (Fig. 5 (a)).

(a) (b)

(a)

(b)



 

Fig. 5. Two of the four interface panes in SuRJE. (a) The Swarm Pane,
where the user may adjust swarm parameters and initiate a simulation.
(b) The Evolve Pane, where the user may start an evolution and adjust the
evolution parameters. 

 

3. Traffic Light Optimization

 

3.1 Survival of the Fittest

 

The goal of the traffic light optimization is to minimize
the average waiting time of all cars in the traffic system.
By choosing better turn lengths and by synchronizing
consecutive lights, this is achievable. In SuRJE, varia-
tions of an original light sequence compete in a fitness
race over a user-defined number of generations following
a  evolution strategy (ES) [8]. That is, in each gen-
eration  offspring traffic light settings are gener-
ated using mutation operations. The  parent and the

 offspring compete by running for a user-defined length
of time and receive a fitness score based on the total wait-
ing time in the system. The light sequence with the lowest
fitness score, that causes the least average waiting time,
survives into the next generation, where it serves as the
new parent sequence. After a few generations, better traf-
fic light timing solutions evolve. Fig. 6 shows the scheme
of this evolutionary process.

Throughout the evolution process, the user retains
control of all parameters and settings (Fig. 5). The speed
of the simulation is adjustable interactively as well as
parameters relating to the cars’ driving behavior
described in Section 2.2.

 

3.2 Fitness Function

 

Each car keeps track of two things throughout its journey
from its seed point to its destination: the total driving,

, and waiting times, . At the end of a simulation
cycle, the fitness measure  for each car  is calculated
as

 

.

 

Depending on the traffic light timings, the overall traffic
congestion is then evaluated by , where

 should be minimized.

 

Fig. 6. The process of evolution on traffic light sequences. Beginning
with an initial parent, say P0, mutated offspring are generated using
mutation operations. The children and the parent simulations are each run
separately. The sequence with the best fitness score survives as the parent
for the next generation.

Fig. 7. Data structure for traffic lights.

 

3.3 Traffic Light Mutation

 

The lights in a map operate based on timing sequences for
the colors red, green, and yellow (Fig. 7). Each traffic
light has the attributes of initial color and duration, and a
sequence of red-green-yellow timings. Traffic lights are
also aware of any “opposing” lights that must synchro-
nize red with green, such as the two corresponding pairs
of lights at a 4-way intersection.

Mutations occur on the values representing initial
starting sequence and the length of the green (or red) light
timing. Currently, we are using three evolutionary muta-
tion operations on the traffic light data structures (Fig. 7),
which are discussed in the following sections.

 

Extend / Decrease Green Time

 

This mutation is the major operator and causes the most
significant changes (Fig. 8(a)). In the example, the red
time, , of light  is increased by ,
such that the new duration for red is . To
prevent both lights from turning green at once, the green
timing for the opposing light,  is adjusted to

.

 

Swap Two Timing Sequences

 

This operation implements a crossover of timing
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sequences between two lights, with an increased probabil-
ity for lights that control the same intersection (Fig. 8(b)). 

 

Reassign the Starting Sequence

 

The reassignment operator changes the initial order in
which the lights turn green, while leaving all the timings
unchanged. However, the timings of opposing lights have
to be adjusted accordingly. In our example (Fig. 8(c)),
light  would change to start off with an initial green
light, instead of red. Therefore, light  must show a red
light during the green and yellow phase of . This muta-
tion allows lights to synchronize together by changing
their lighting order.

 

Fig. 8. Mutations on the light sequences.

 

4. Results of Traffic Light Adaptation

 

4.1 The Straight Alley Testbed

 

The 

 

Straight Alley

 

 map in Fig. 9 is designed as an easy
testbed scenario consisting of a two-way, triple-lane
straight alley, which intersects three times with another
two-way, single-lane road. Cars do not need to make deci-
sions, as they only follow their road, starting from their
seed points marked as A, B, C, and D. Traffic lights are at
positions (1) through (6), where lights (1), (3), and (5)
control the straight lane traffic, and lights (2), (4), and (6)
regulate the traffic flow on the winding side road.

For this experiment with 

 

Straight Alley

 

, we have tested
evolutionary light adaptations for three different traffic
flow scenarios (Fig. 10). Initially, the timings are the
same for all traffic lights (with a green/red ratio of 80/
112) (Fig. 11(a)), which causes extremely uneven traffic
flow on both roads.

The first scenario simulates a normal day-time traffic
distribution, where we assume to have 90 percent of the
traffic flow in both directions along the main alley (seed

points A and C). After 130 generations, we obtain a tim-
ing sequence in which the 3 lights on the main alley (1, 3,
and 5) lengthen their green times to account for 89-95%
of each intersections total green time.

The rush hour distribution is such that 60 percent of
the traffic enters the system from seed point A, which is
designed to test whether the system also can deal with
non-symmetric traffic flows. For the rush hour scenario
we obtain nearly the same timings for the 1st and 3rd
intersections with the lights on the main alley accounting
for 56-59% of the intersections total green time. The mid-
dle intersection has evolved to give the side lane a longer
green time and accounts for 54% of that intersections
total green time.

The near symmetry of the map means that cars on the
main road coming from both directions arrive at the mid-
dle intersection at nearly the same time. This allows the
middle intersection to give the side road a longer light
allowing more cars to pass through the middle intersec-
tion.

 

Fig. 9.

 

Straight Alley

 

 map: Cars are seeded into the system in both
directions on each road for 120 seconds with the rates as in Fig. 10. Cars
are seeded into the system at points A, C (straight alley) and B, D (wind-
ing road).

Fig. 10. Overview of car seedings for the 

 

Straight Alley

 

 scenario for (a)
normal day traffic, (b) rush hour traffic, and (c) increased traffic on the
side road.  denotes the overall waiting time of all the cars in the

system, measured as a fitness score (no units).  is the approximate per-
centage by which the waiting time has been reduced after 130 genera-
tions.

 

The side flow scenario has seed rates opposite of the
day scenario. As expected, the shape of the light timing
graph is opposite to that of the day flow scenario. The
side lights evolve to account for 70-72% of all 3 intersec-
tions’ green time, to account for the heavier traffic.
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Fig. 11. Initial and evolved timings for the 6 traffic lights in 

 

Straight
Alley

 

 with car seedings as described in Fig. 10.

 

4.2 Looptown

 

The 

 

Looptown

 

 scenario is considerably more complicated
and realistic than the previous test case. 

 

Looptown

 

 has 9
intersections with 28 lights. The distribution of cars simu-
lates main traffic flow on the outer ring road with all
seeded cars originally starting in a counter-clockwise
direction. As cars are free to decide where to go at each
intersection, the main traffic flow eventually emerges in
both directions on the ring road. Additional traffic is
finally also building up at the inner roads and intersec-
tions.

 

Fig. 12.

 

Looptown

 

 map (28 lights at 9 intersections): 300 to 500 cars are
seeded into the system at four locations with the following rates per sec-
ond: (A) 0.25, (B) 0.30, (C) 0.25, (D) 0.25.

 

As evident from the fitness graph in Fig. 13, adapta-
tion of improved traffic light coordination is more
demanding, but still leads to an improvement of 26 per-
cent for the overall waiting time , after evolution
over 200 generations.

 

Fig. 13. Decrease of the overall waiting time  for 

 

Looptown.

 

5. Conclusion and Future Work

 

The swarm traffic model proves to be an effective para-
digm for traffic simulation. SuRJE provides an interactive
environment in which the user can build a map, set traffic
routes, run a swarm of cars on the map and evolve better
traffic light sequences. As a simulation or evolution is
running, the user can adjust parameters of the swarm cars.
This allows the system to test and adapt to changes in
traffic patterns. 

Future versions of SuRJE will include: (1) increased
intelligence for each car, to make more accurate decisions
where and how to navigate through the road map; (2) the
database of car behaviors will be extended by rules for
right turns on a red light or turns against oncoming traffic,
for example; (3) both the light data structures and the set
of mutation operators will be extended to allow for varia-
tions closer to rules that human traffic designers and plan-
ners use; (4) we will explore a parallel version of SuRJE
over a distributed network and, finally, (5) the possibility
of modeling real city traffic.
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